G. S. Eddy has Great Influence in China

Over Ten Thousand Begin New Lives As a Result Of One Test.

Mr. G. Sherwood Eddy, the most active and able Y. M. C. A. worker in Asia and China, will give his talk to the students in Huntington Hall on April 15. He has done more for China, especially in introducing Christianity, than any other one man. His experiences in the rough and uncivilized parts of that country have been thrilling. At Pekin, where much opposition was expected, he was received with enthusiasm, and in order that the best and most influential class of people might hear him, reservations were made on admittance to the lectures by distributing tickets to the most desirable people. In order to show the people the condition of the country, Mr. Eddy first spoke on the corruption and vice of the inhabitants, condemning them so severely that his audience decreased from three to four thousand. On the second and third days, he emphasized China's need for something like Christianity and brought out the fact that religion in China's only hope. As a result more than one thousand men from the colleges and three hundred business men signed cards as inquirers to join Bible classes.

His reception was equally enthusiastic in all other parts of China and his success and influence remarkable. At Canton, where there was a great political disturbance, bombs were continually placed in dangerous places, and the pavilion in which he was to speak was torn down by a mob. The governor of the province called a conference of the heads of the colleges and the students in the vicinity. This was held in one of the churches for non-Christians, the attendance being about three thousand in all. In Amoy, the audience sat for over an hour in a pouring rain. Mr. Eddy spoke so convincingly on the moral bankruptcy and the feeling was so deep that some of the men were in tears.

In all China, over two hundred thousand people have attended his meetings, eighteen thousand have enrolled as inquirers and ten thousand have entered Bible classes.
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